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Stryder is an industrial, fleet-ready UAV platform built to perform in the
harshest environments. Constructed from carbon fibre, aircraft grade
aluminum and ultra lightweight glass reinforced polypropylene, the
Styder MKI is a high-precision, high-accuracy aerial surveying machine
capable of collecting 140 acres of 0.016m resolution data in a single
flight. 

Designed and manufactured in Canada by a team of engineering, survey
and unnmanned systems professionals with more than 30 years of
combined experience, the Stryder platform is safe, reliable and ready to
work. 

The Stryder MKI complies with all Transport Canada regulations and is
certified for Advanced Operations. The Stryder MKIII command and
control system is certified by Industry Canada for use Canada-wide.

Unparalleled service, training and support is provided directly from our
Western Canadian headquarters in Calgary, Alberta.  

POWERERFUL. RUGGED. RELIABLE.



S t r y d e r

The Stryder MKI survey payload combines ease of use
and industry leading sensors into an efficient and
precise aerial survey platform:

Pixhawk avionics
RFD 900x C2 radio link
24mp APS-C sensor
22,000 mAh 6S smart battery
Dedicated 6S charger
Dual-frequency survey grade GNSS
Panasonic CF-31 Toughbook
Hard transport case with custom foam
25-30 min flight time / 70ac coverage per
flight

Standard Equipment Optional Equipment

42mp 35mm sensor (140ac/flight)
22,000 mAh smart batteries
OBS base station



High accuracy, high precision surveys are simple
and efficient:

Log static GNSS data over a known  position
(ie. survey control monument) using any
GNSS survey receiver capable of outputting
a RINEX file. Alternatively, use the optional
OBS base station to automatically localize
the UAV data with a local control system.
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Activate the Stryder survey
payload with a single press of the
yellow button. Complete mission
planning on the included daylight
readable and weatherproof
Panasonic Toughbook. Launch
and monitor as the Stryder
follows the pre-programmed
mission plan and collects aerial
survey data.
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Transfer survey data from the
Stryder MKI to a Windows
computer and use the simple
and powerful post-
processing software to
output high-accuracy
geotags for use with any
photogrammetry software*.
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*Stryder GEO data sets can be processed using any commercially available photogrammetry software. For best results
Epoc Unmanned recommends Agisoft Metashape. 



All fl ight times published by Epoc Unmanned Inc. are calculated
with a full survey payload completing live survey missions at 

120m AGL, 10 m/s, 20 C and 5-7 m/s winds.

 The Stryder MKI will  provide 25-30 minutes of fl ight time under
realistic operating conditions. Flight time is most impacted by
battery condition, wind direction, geometry of fl ight path and

number of turns in the mission plan. 
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